Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Biomedical image analysis has become a major research field in biomedical research, with thousands of papers published on various image analysis topics including segmentation, registration, visualization, quantification, object tracking, and detection^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. For a long time, validation and evaluation of new methods were based on the authors' personal data sets, rendering fair and direct comparison of the solutions impossible^[@CR3]^. The first known efforts to address this problem date back to the late 90 s^[@CR4]^, when Jay West, J Michael Fitzpatrick and colleagues performed an international comparative evaluation on intermodality brain image registration techniques. To ensure a fair comparison of the algorithms, the participants of the study had no knowledge of the gold standard results until after their results had been submitted. A few years later, the ImageCLEF^[@CR5],[@CR6]^ evaluation campaign introduced a challenge on medical image retrieval^[@CR7]^, based on experiences in the text retrieval domain where systematic evaluation had been performed since the 1960s^[@CR8]^. About one decade ago, a broader interest in biomedical challenge organization arose with the first grand challenge that was organized in the scope of the international conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2007^[@CR9]^. Over time, research practice began to change, and the number of challenges organized annually has been increasing steadily (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), with currently about 28 biomedical image analysis challenges with a mean of 4 tasks conducted annually. Today, biomedical image analysis challenges are often published in prestigious journals (e.g^[@CR9]--[@CR44]^.) and receive a huge amount of attention with hundreds of citations and thousands of views. Awarding the winner with a significant amount of prize money (up to €1 million on platforms like Kaggle^[@CR45]^) is also becoming increasingly common.Fig. 1Overview of biomedical image analysis challenges. **a** Number of competitions (challenges and tasks) organized per year, **b** fields of application, **c** algorithm categories assessed in the challenges, **d** imaging techniques applied, **e** number of training and test cases used, **f** most commonly applied metrics for performance assessment used in at least 5 tasks, and **g** platforms (e.g. conferences) used to organize the challenges for the years 2008, 2012, and 2016

This development was a great step forward, yet the increasing scientific impact^[@CR46],[@CR47]^ of challenges now puts huge responsibility on the shoulders of the challenge hosts that take care of the organization and design of such competitions. The performance of an algorithm on challenge data is essential, not only for the acceptance of a paper and its impact on the community, but also for the individuals' scientific careers, and the potential that algorithms can be translated into clinical practice. Given that this is so important, it is surprising that no commonly respected quality control processes for biomedical challenge design exist to date. Similar problems exist in other research communities, such as computer vision and machine learning.

In this paper, we present the first comprehensive evaluation of biomedical image analysis challenges based on 150 challenges conducted up until the end of 2016. It demonstrates the crucial nature of challenges for the field of biomedical image analysis, but also reveals major problems to be addressed: Reproduction, adequate interpretation, and cross-comparison of results are not possible in the majority of challenges, as only a fraction of the relevant information is reported and challenge design (e.g. a choice of metrics and methods for rank computation) is highly heterogeneous. Furthermore, the rank of an algorithm in a challenge is sensitive to a number of design choices, including the test data sets used for validation, the observer(s) who annotated the data and the metrics chosen for performance assessment, as well as the methods used for aggregating values.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

150 biomedical image analysis challenges {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

Up until the end of 2016, 150 biomedical image analysis challenges that met our inclusion criteria (see Methods and Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) were conducted with a total of 549 different image analysis tasks (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). 57% of these challenges (75% of all tasks) published their results in journals or conference proceedings. The information used in this paper from the remaining challenges was acquired from websites. Most tasks were related to segmentation (70%) and classification (10%) and were organized within the context of the MICCAI conference (50%), and the IEEE International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) (following at 34%). The majority of the tasks dealt with 3D (including 3D + t) data (84%), and the most commonly applied imaging techniques were magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (62%), computed tomography (CT) (40%) and microscopy (12%). The percentage of tasks that used in vivo, in silico, ex vivo, in vitro, post mortem, and phantom data was 85, 4, 3, 2, 2, and 1%, respectively (9%: N/A; 3%: combination of multiple types). The in vivo data was acquired from patients in clinical routine (60%), from patients under controlled conditions (9%), from animals (8%), from healthy human subjects (5%), or from humans under unknown (i.e. not reported) conditions (32%). While training data is typically provided by the challenge organizers (85% of all tasks), the number of training cases varies significantly across the tasks (median: 15; interquartile range (IQR): (7, 30); min: 1, max: 32,468). As with the training cases, the number of test cases varies across the tasks (median: 20; IQR: (12, 33); min: 1, max: 30,804). The median ratio of training cases to test cases was 0.75. The test data used differs considerably from the training data, not only in quantity but also in quality. For 73% of all tasks with human or hybrid reference generation, multiple observers have annotated the reference data. In these cases, an image was annotated by a median of 3 (IQR: (3, 4), max: 9) observers.

Half of the relevant information is not reported {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------

We identified the relevant parameters that characterize a biomedical challenge following an ontological approach (see Methods). This yielded a total of 53 parameters corresponding to the categories challenge organization, participation conditions, mission of the challenge, study conditions, challenge data sets, assessment method, and challenge outcome (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). A biomedical challenge task reported a median of 62% (IQR: (51, 72%); min: 21%, max: 92%) of these parameters. 6% of the parameters were reported for all tasks and 43% of all parameters were reported for \<50% of all tasks. The list of parameters which are generally not reported includes some that are crucial for interpretation of results. For example, 8% of all tasks providing an aggregated ranking across multiple metrics did not report the rank aggregation method they used (i.e. the method according to which the winner has been determined). Eighty five percent of the tasks did not give instructions on whether training data provided by challenge organizers may have been supplemented by other publicly available or private data, although the training data used is key to the success of any machine learning algorithm (see e.g^[@CR48]^.). In 66% of all tasks, there was no description on how the reference (i.e. gold standard) annotation was performed although the quality of annotation in the field of biomedical image analysis varies dependent on the user^[@CR49]^. Forty five percent of tasks with multiple annotators did not describe how the annotations were aggregated. Also, the level of expertize of the observers that annotated the reference data was often (19%) not described. When analyzing the parameter coverage for different years, algorithm categories, publication venues, and platforms (see Supplementary Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), one main observation was that those challenges that were only represented on websites showed a substantial difference in quality of reporting when compared to those published in a journal or in conference proceedings. The supplementary material further shows how the reporting of individual parameters evolves over time.Table 1List of parameters that characterize a challengeParameter nameCoverage \[%\]Parameter nameCoverage \[%\]Challenge name^a^100Operator(s)7Challenge website^a^99Distribution of training and test cases ^a^18Organizing institutions and contact person^a^97Category of training data generation method^a^89Life cycle type^a^100Number of training cases^a^89Challenge venue or platform99Characteristics of training cases^a^79Challenge schedule^a^81Annotation policy for training cases^a^34Ethical approval^a^32Annotator(s) of training cases^a^81Data usage agreement60Annotation aggregation method(s) for training cases^a^30Interaction level policy^a^62Category of test data generation method^a^87Organizer participation policy^a^6Number of test cases^a^77Training data policy^a^16Characteristics of test cases^a^77Pre-evaluation method5Annotation policy for test cases^a^34Evaluation software26Annotator(s) of test cases^a^78Submission format^a^91Annotation aggregation method(s) for test cases^a^34Submission instructions91Data pre-processing method(s)24Field(s) of application^a^97Potential sources of reference errors28Task category(ies)^a^100Metric(s)^a^96Target cohort\*65Justification of metrics^a^23Algorithm target(s)^a^99Rank computation method^a^36Data origin^a^98Interaction level handling^a^44Assessment aim(s)^a^38Missing data handling^a^18Study cohort^a^88Uncertainty handling^a^7Context information^a^35Statistical test(s)^a^6Center(s)^a^44Information on participants88Imaging modality(ies)^a^99Results87Acquisition device(s)25Report document74Acquisition protocol(s)72List of parameters that were identified as relevant when reporting a challenge along with the percentage of challenge tasks for which information on the parameter has been reported. Parameter definitions can be found in *Supplementary Table 2*.^a^Parameters used for structured challenge submission for the MICCAI 2018 challenges

Large variability in challenge design {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------

In total, 97 different metrics have been used for performance assessment (three on average per task). Metric design is very heterogeneous, particularly across comparable challenges, and justification for a particular metric is typically (77%) not provided. Roughly half of all metrics (51%) were only applied on a single task. Even in the main field of medical image segmentation, 34% of the 38 different metrics used were only applied once. The fact that different names may sometimes refer to the same metric was compensated for in these computations. Thirty nine percent of all tasks provided a final ranking of the participants and thus determined a challenge winner. Fifty seven percent of all tasks that provide a ranking do so on the basis of a single metric. In this case, either metric-based (aggregate, then rank; 76%) or case-based (rank per case, then aggregate; 1%) is typically performed (see Methods and Supplementary Discussion). Overall, 10 different methods for determining the final rank (last step in computation) of an algorithm based on multiple metrics were applied.

Minor changes in metrics may make the last the first {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------------

Besides the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)^[@CR50]^, which was used in 92% of all 383 segmentation tasks (2015: 100%), the Hausdorff Distance (HD)^[@CR51],[@CR52]^ is the most commonly applied metric in segmentation tasks (47%). It was used either in its original formulation (42%) or as the 95% variant (HD95) (5%) (38%/8% in the 2015 segmentation challenges). We determined a single-metric ranking based on both versions for all 2015 segmentation challenges and found radical differences in the rankings as shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In one case, the worst-performing algorithm according to the HD (10th place) was ranked first in a ranking based on the HD95.Fig. 2Robustness of rankings with respect to several challenge design choices. One data point corresponds to one segmentation task organized in 2015 (*n* = 56). The center line in the boxplots shows the median, the lower, and upper border of the box represent the first and third quartile. The whiskers extend to the lowest value still within 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the first quartile, and the highest value still within 1.5 IQR of the third quartile. **a** Ranking (metric-based) with the standard Hausdorff Distance (HD) vs. its 95% variant (HD95). **b** Mean vs. median in metric-based ranking based on the HD. **c** Case-based (rank per case, then aggregate with mean) vs. metric-based (aggregate with mean, then rank) ranking in single-metric ranking based on the HD. **d** Metric values per algorithm and rankings for reference annotations performed by two different observers. In the box plots (**a**--**c**), descriptive statistics for Kendall's tau, which quantifies differences between rankings (1: identical ranking; −1: inverse ranking), is shown. Key examples (red circles) illustrate that slight changes in challenge design may lead to the worst algorithm (A~i~: Algorithm i) becoming the winner (**a**) or to almost all teams changing their ranking position (**d**). Even for relatively high values of Kendall's tau (**b**: tau = 0.74; **c**: tau = 0.85), critical changes in the ranking may occur

Different aggregation methods produce different winners {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------

One central result of most challenges is the final ranking they produce. Winners are considered state of the art and novel contributions are then benchmarked according to them. The significant design choices related to the ranking scheme based on one or multiple metric(s) are as follows: whether to perform metric-based (aggregate, then rank) or case-based (rank, then aggregate) and whether to take the mean or the median. Statistical analysis with Kendall's tau (rank correlation coefficient^[@CR53]^) using all segmentation challenges conducted in 2015 revealed that the test case aggregation method has a substantial effect on the final ranking, as shown in Fig. [2b, c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In some cases, almost all teams change their ranking position when the aggregation method is changed. According to bootstrapping experiments (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), single-metric rankings are statistically highly significantly more robust when (1) the mean rather than the median is used for aggregation and (2) the ranking is performed after the aggregation.Fig. 3The ranking scheme is a deciding factor for the ranking robustness. The center line in the boxplots shows the median, the lower, and upper border of the box represent the first and third quartile. The whiskers extend to the lowest value still within 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the first quartile, and the highest value still within 1.5 IQR of the third quartile. According to bootstrapping experiments with 2015 segmentation challenge data, single-metric based rankings (those shown here are for the DSC) are significantly more robust when the mean rather than the median is used for aggregation (left) and when the ranking is performed after aggregation rather than before (right). One data point represents the robustness of one task, quantified by the percentage of simulations in bootstrapping experiments in which the winner remains the winnerFig. 4Robustness of rankings with respect to the data used. Robustness of rankings with respect to the data used when a single-metric ranking scheme based on whether the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) (left), the Hausdorff Distance (HD) (middle) or the 95% variant of the HD (right) is applied. One data point corresponds to one segmentation task organized in 2015 (*n* = 56). The center line in the boxplots shows the median, the lower, and upper border of the box represent the first and third quartile. The whiskers extend to the lowest value still within 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the first quartile, and the highest value still within 1.5 IQR of the third quartile. Metric-based aggregation with mean was performed in all experiments. Top: percentage of simulations in bootstrapping experiments in which the winner (according to the respective metric) remains the winner. Bottom: percentage of other participating teams that were ranked first in the simulations

Different annotators produce different winners {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------

In most segmentation tasks (62%), it remains unclear how many observers annotated the reference data. Statistical analysis of the 2015 segmentation challenges, however, revealed that different observers may produce substantially different rankings, as illustrated in Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In experiments performed with all 2015 segmentation challenges that had used multiple observers for annotation (three tasks with two observers, one with five observers), different observers produced different rankings in 15, 46, and 62% of the 13 pairwise comparisons between observers, when using a single-metric ranking with mean aggregation based on the DSC, HD, and HD95, respectively. In these cases, the ranges of Kendall's tau were \[0.78, 1\], \[−0.02, 1\], and \[0.07, 1\], respectively.

Removing one test case can change the winner {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------

Ideally, a challenge ranking should reflect the algorithms' performances for a task and thus be independent of the specific data sets used for validation. However, a re-evaluation of all segmentation challenges conducted in 2015 revealed that rankings are highly sensitive to the test data applied (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). According to bootstrapping experiments with the most commonly applied segmentation metrics, the first rank is stable (the winner stays the winner) for 21, 11, and 9% of the tasks when generating a ranking based on the DSC, the HD or the 95% variant of the HD, respectively. For the most frequently used metric (DSC; 100% of all 2015 segmentation challenges), a median of 15% and up to 100% of the other teams were ranked first in at least 1% of the bootstrap partitions. Even when leaving out only a single test case (and thus computing the ranking with one test case less), other teams than the winning team were ranked first in up to 16% of the cases. In one task, leaving a single test case out led to 67% of the teams other than the winning team ranking first.

Lack of missing data handling allows for rank manipulation {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------

82% of all tasks provide no information about how missing data is handled. While missing data handling is straightforward in case-based aggregation (the algorithms for which no results were submitted receive the last rank for that test case) it is more challenging in metric-based aggregation, especially when no worst possible value can be defined for a metric. For this reason, several challenge designs simply ignore missing values when aggregating values. A re-evaluation of all 2015 segmentation challenges revealed that 25% of all 419 non-winning algorithms would have been ranked first if they had systematically just submitted the most plausible results (ranking scheme: aggregate DSC with mean, then rank). In 9% of the 56 tasks, every single participating team could have been ranked first if they had not submitted the poorest cases.

Researchers request quality control {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------

Our experimental analysis of challenges was complemented by a questionnaire (see Methods). It was submitted by a total of 295 participants from 23 countries. 92% of participants agreed that biomedical challenge design should be improved in general, 87% of all participants would appreciate best practice guidelines, and 71% agreed that challenges should undergo more quality control. A variety of issues were identified for the categories data, annotation, evaluation, and documentation (cf. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Many concerns involved the representativeness of the data, the quality of the (annotated) reference data, the choice of metrics and ranking schemes, and the lack of completeness and transparency in reporting challenge results. Details are provided in Supplementary Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Methods.Fig. 5Main results of the international questionnaire on biomedical challenges. Issues raised by the participants were related to the challenge data, the data annotation, the evaluation (including choice of metrics and ranking schemes) and the documentation of challenge results

Complete reporting as a first step towards better practices {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Based on the findings of this study and the answers to the questionnaire, we have identified several best practice recommendations (see Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) corresponding to the main problems in biomedical challenge design. The establishment of common standards and clear guidelines is currently hampered by open research questions that still need addressing. However, one primary practice that can be universally recommended is comprehensive reporting of the challenge design and results. Our practical and concrete recommendation is therefore to publish the complete challenge design before the challenge by instantiating the list of parameters proposed in this paper (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Three example instantiations are provided in Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The MICCAI 2018 satellite event team used the parameter list in the challenge proposal submission system to test its applicability. The submission system required a potential MICCAI 2018 challenge organizer to instantiate at least 90% of a reduced set of 40 parameters (cf. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) that were regarded as essential for judging the quality of a challenge design proposal. The median percentage of parameters instantiated was 100% (min: 98%) (16 submitted challenges).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

This paper shows that challenges play an increasingly important role in the field of biomedical image analysis, covering a huge range of problems, algorithm classes, and imaging modalities (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, common practice related to challenge reporting is poor and does not allow for adequate interpretation and reproducibility of results (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, challenge design is very heterogeneous and lacks common standards, although these are requested by the community (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, challenge rankings are sensitive to a range of challenge design parameters, such as the metric variant applied, the type of test case aggregation performed, and the observer annotating the data. The choice of metric and aggregation scheme has a significant influence on the ranking's stability (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these findings and an international survey, we compiled a list of best practice recommendations and open research challenges (see Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The most universal recommendation is the instantiation of a list of 53 challenge parameters before challenge execution to ensure fairness and transparency along with interpretability and reproducibility of results (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

One of the key implications of our findings is the discrepancy between the potential impact of challenges (e.g. finding solutions for the primary open problems in the field, identifying the best methods for classes of problems, establishing high-quality benchmarking data sets) and their current practical value. Our study shows that the specific (according to our questionnaire sometimes arbitrarily taken) challenge design choices (e.g. mean vs. median for metric value aggregation, number and expert level of data annotator(s), missing data handling etc.) have a crucial effect on the ranking. Hence, the challenge design -- and not (only) the value of the methods competing in a challenge -- may determine the attention that a particular algorithm will receive from the research community and from companies interested in translating biomedical research results.

As a consequence, one may wonder which conclusions may actually be drawn from a challenge. It seems only consequent to ask whether we should generally announce a winner at all. This question appears particularly interesting when considering that the competitive character of today's challenges may result in scientists investing valuable resources into fine-tuning their algorithms towards a specific challenge design instead of methodologically solving the underlying problem. For example, several challenges ignore missing values and it may be worth investing time into tuning a method such that results on difficult cases are simply not submitted and the overall mean/median performance is improved. A similar concern was recently raised in the related field of machine learning. Sculley et al^[@CR54]^. postulate that emphasis on competitions to be won encourages parameter tuning on large machines at the expense of doing controlled studies to learn about an algorithm's strengths and weaknesses. Collaborative challenges without winners, which have been successfully applied in mathematics, for example^[@CR55],[@CR56]^, could potentially solve this issue to some extent but require a modular challenge design, which may not be straightforward to implement. Furthermore, the competition itself along with the opportunity to promote one's own methods are often key incentives for researchers to participate in a challenge, especially when they originate from a different (methodological) community, such as computer vision. The concept of combining competitive elements with collaborative elements, as pursued in the DREAM challenges^[@CR57]^, should be further investigated in this context.

Even if a specific challenge design resulted in a robust ranking (e.g. due to a huge number of test cases, appropriate metrics/ranking schemes and high-quality reference annotations), drawing broad conclusions from the challenge would not necessarily be straightforward^[@CR10]^. A typically important question, for example, is whether a statistically significant difference in a metric value is clinically/biologically relevant. This may differ crucially from application to application. A related but increasingly relevant problem is the fact that it is often hard to understand which specific design choice of an algorithm actually makes this algorithm better than the competing algorithms. It is now well-known, for example, that the method for data augmentation (i.e. the way training cases are used to generate even more training data, e.g. by applying geometrical operations, such as mirroring and rotation, to both the input data and the reference annotations) often has a much bigger influence on the performance of a deep learning algorithm than the network architecture itself. Along these lines, Lipton and Steinhardt^[@CR58]^ point out that the way in which machine learning results are reported can sometimes be misleading, for example, by failing to identify the sources of empirical gains and through speculation disguised as explanation. The authors thus argue for a structured description not only of the challenge itself but also of the competing algorithms. Ideally, competing methods would be released open source (admittedly a potential problem for participants from industry), and a structured description of the method would be generated automatically from the source code. Due to the lack of common software frameworks and terminology, however, this is far from straightforward to implement at this stage.

An overarching question related to this paper is whether not only the control of the challenge design but also the selection of challenges should be encouraged. Today, the topics that are being pursued in the scope of challenges are not necessarily related to the actual grand challenges that the communities face. Instead, they are a result of who is willing and allowed to release their data and dedicate resources to organizing a competition. Given the fact that the pure existence of benchmarking data sets for a particular problem clearly leads to more people investing resources into the topic, mechanisms should be put in place to additionally channel the resources of the scientific community to the most important unsolved problems.

Overall, the demand for improvement along with the complexity of the problem raises the question of responsibility. The authors encourage the different stakeholders involved in challenge design, organization, and reporting to help overcome systemic hurdles.

Societies in the field of biomedical image processing should make strategic investments to increase challenge quality. One practical recommendation would be to establish the concept of challenge certification. Analogously to the way clinical studies can be classified into categories reflecting the evidence level (e.g. case report vs. retrospective analysis vs. randomized double-blinded prospective study), challenges should be classified and certified according to criteria related to comprehensiveness of reporting, challenge design in the context of common practice as well as the data quantity and quality. Ideally, the certification would include a control process for the reference annotations. The authors believe that such a certification process should be handled by the societies related to the target domain rather than by platforms hosting challenges (such as Kaggle), which may lack the necessary medical/biological expertize to implement such a mechanism. Similarly, the authors see it as the role of the societies to release best practice recommendations for challenge organization in the different fields that require dedicated treatment.

In turn, platforms hosting challenges should perform a much more rigorous quality control. To improve challenge quality, for example, it should be made possible to give open feedback on the data and design of challenges (e.g. ability to report erroneous annotations). Furthermore, a more rigorous review of challenge proposals should be put in place by conferences. In a first attempt to establish a structured challenge review process, the organizers of this year's MICCAI used the parameter list presented in this paper as a basis for structured challenge proposal submission. While the instantiation of the list can be regarded as cumbersome, the authors believe that such a manner of quality control is essential to ensure reproducibility and interpretability of results. This initiative, however, can only be regarded as a first step, also because control mechanisms to ensure that the proposed challenge designs will be implemented as suggested are resource-intensive and still lacking. Furthermore, the parameter list still lacks (external) instantiation from some domains, especially in the field of biological image analysis.

Funding organizations should dedicate resources for addressing the open research questions summarized in Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. They should further identify open problems in the field of biomedical image analysis that should be tackled in the scope of either collaborative or competitive challenges and provide funding for the design, organization, and certification of these challenges. This is in contrast to common practice where funding is typically provided for solving specific problems.

Journal editors and reviewers should provide extrinsic motivation to raise challenge quality by establishing a rigorous review process. Several high-impact journals have already taken important measures to ensure reproducibility of results in general. These should be complemented by concepts for quality control regarding comprehensiveness of reporting, generation of reference annotations and choice of metrics and ranking schemes. Furthermore, journal editors are encouraged to work with the respective societies to establish best practice recommendations for all the different subfields of a domain, e.g. by initiating special issues dedicated to best practices in validation and challenge design.

Organizers of challenges are highly encouraged to follow the recommendations summarized in this paper and to contribute to the establishment of further guidelines dedicated to specific subfields of biomedical image analysis. They should put a particular focus on the generation of high-quality reference data and the development and deployment of an infrastructure that prevents cheating and overfitting to the challenge data.

Finally, scientists are encouraged to dedicate their resources to the open research questions identified (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) and to contribute their data and resources to the establishment of high-quality benchmarking data sets.

While this paper concentrates on the field of biomedical image analysis challenges, its impact can be expected to go beyond this field. Importantly, many findings of this paper apply not only to challenges but to the topic of validation in general. It may be expected that more effort is typically invested when designing and executing challenges (which, by nature, have a high level of visibility and go hand in hand with publication of the data) compared to the effort invested in performing in-house studies dedicated to validation of an individual algorithm. Therefore, concerns involving the meaningfulness of research results in general may be raised. This may also hold true for other research fields, both inside and outside the life sciences, as supported by related literature^[@CR59]--[@CR63]^.

Clearly, it will not be possible to solve all the issues mentioned in a single large step. The challenge framework proposed could be a good environment in which to start improving common practice of benchmarking. Implementing a (possibly domain-specific) checklist of parameters to be instantiated in order to describe the data used in a challenge can safely be recommended across scientific disciplines. In the long run, this could encourage further improvements in the documentation of the algorithms themselves.

In conclusion, challenges are an essential component in the field of biomedical image analysis, but major research challenges and systemic hurdles need to be overcome to fully exploit their potential to move the field forward.

Methods {#Sec14}
=======

Definitions {#Sec15}
-----------

We use the following terms throughout the paper:

Challenge: open competition on a dedicated scientific problem in the field of biomedical image analysis. A challenge is typically organized by a consortium that issues a dedicated call for participation. A challenge may deal with multiple different tasks for which separate assessment results are provided. For example, a challenge may target the problem of segmentation of human organs in computed tomography (CT) images. It may include several tasks corresponding to the different organs of interest.

Task: subproblem to be solved in the scope of a challenge for which a dedicated ranking/leaderboard is provided (if any). The assessment method (e.g. metric(s) applied) may vary across different tasks of a challenge.

Case: data set for which the algorithm(s) of interest produce one result in either the training phase (if any) or the test phase. It must include one or multiple images of a biomedical imaging modality (e.g. a CT and a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) image of the same structure) and typically comprises a gold standard annotation (usually required for test cases).

Metric: a measure (not necessarily metric in the strict mathematical sense) used to compute the performance of a given algorithm for a given case, typically based on the known correct answer. Often metrics are normalized to yield values in the interval from 0 (worst performance) to 1 (best performance).

Metric-based vs. case-based aggregation: to rank an algorithm participating in a challenge based on the performance on a set of test cases according to one or multiple metrics, it is necessary to aggregate values to derive a final rank. In single-metric rankings, we distinguish the following two categories, which cover most ranking schemes applied. Metric-based aggregation begins with aggregating metric values over all test cases (e.g. with the mean or median). Next, a rank for each algorithm is computed. In contrast, case-based aggregation begins with computing a rank for each test case for each algorithm. The final rank is determined by aggregating test case ranks (see Supplementary Discussion for more details).

Inclusion criteria {#Sec16}
------------------

Inclusion criteria for "Experiment: Comprehensive reporting": Our aim was to capture all biomedical image analysis challenges that have been conducted up to 2016. We did not include 2017 challenges as our focus is on information provided in scientific papers, which may have a delay of more than a year to be published after challenge execution. To acquire the data, we analyzed the websites hosting/representing biomedical image analysis challenges, namely grand-challenge.org, dreamchallenges.org, and kaggle.com as well as websites of main conferences in the field of biomedical image analysis, namely Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI), International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI), International Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE) Medical Imaging, Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), the Single Molecule Localization Microscopy Symposium (SMLMS) and the BioImage Informatics Conference (BII). This yielded a list of 150 challenges with 549 tasks.

Inclusion criteria for "Experiment: Sensitivity of challenge ranking": all organizers of 2015 segmentation challenges (*n* = 14) were asked to provide the challenge results (per algorithm and test case) and (re-)compute a defined set of common performance measures, including the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and the Hausdorff Distance (HD) in the original version^[@CR51]^ and the the 95% variant (HD95)^[@CR52]^. While the DSC was used in the original design of all 2015 challenges, the HD/HD95 was not always applied. In all, 13 challenges were able to provide the measures as requested. These challenges are composed of 124 tasks in total. The specific inclusion criteria on challenge and task level are provided in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Inclusion criteria on challenge level\#CriterionNumber of affected tasks/challenges1If a challenge task has on- and off-site part, the results of the part with the most participating algorithms are used.1/12If multiple reference annotations are provided for a challenge task and no merged annotation is available, the results derived from the second annotator are used. In one challenge, the first annotator produced radically different annotations from all other observers. This is why we used the second observer of all challenges.2/23If multiple reference annotations are provided for a challenge task and a merged annotation is available, the results derived from the merged annotation are used.1/14If an algorithm produced invalid values for a metric in all test cases of a challenge task, this algorithm is omitted in the ranking1/1Table 3Inclusion criteria on task level\#CriterionNumber of excluded tasks1Number of algorithms  ≥3422Number of test cases \> 1 (for bootstrapping and cross-validation approaches)253No explicit argumentation against the usage of Hausdorff Distance as metric1

Challenge parameter list {#Sec17}
------------------------

One key purpose of this paper was to develop a list of parameters that can be instantiated for describing the design and results of a challenge in a comprehensive manner, thus facilitating interpretability and reproducibility of results. To this end, the following procedure was followed:

Initialization: the parameters for describing reference-based validation studies presented in ref. ^[@CR64]^ served as an initial set.

Adding challenge-specific parameters: during analysis of challenge websites and papers, the initial list was complemented such that the information available on a challenge could be comprehensively formalized.

Refinement based on challenge capturing: a tool was designed to formalize existing challenges with the current parameter list. During this process, the list was further refined.

Refinement with international questionnaire: Finally, a questionnaire was designed and sent to all co-authors to finalize the list. All participants were asked to comment on the name, the description, the importance and possible instantiations of each parameter. Adding further parameters was also allowed.

Finalization with ontological modeling: based on the final list, an ontology for describing biomedical image analysis challenges was developed. The latter was used for structured submission of MICCAI 2018 biomedical challenges.

Statistical methods {#Sec18}
-------------------

To quantify the robustness of a ranking, the following statistical methods were used:

Kendall's tau analysis: to quantify the agreement of two rankings (e.g. for two different aggregation methods or two different metric variants), Kendall's tau (also named Kendall's rank correlation or simply tau)^[@CR53]^ was determined as recommended in ref. ^[@CR65]^. Tau was designed to be independent of the number of entities ranked and may take values between 1 (perfect agreement, i.e. same ranking) and −1 (reverse ranking).

Bootstrapping: for analysis of the variability of a ranking scheme (e.g. as a function of the metric applied), the following bootstrap approach was chosen: for a given task, the original ranking based on all test cases and a given ranking scheme as well as the winning algorithm according to this ranking scheme was determined. In all analyses, 1000 bootstrap samples were drawn from the data sets and the ranking scheme was applied to each bootstrap sample. It should be noted that on average, 63.2% of distinct data sets are retained in a bootstrap sample. For summary of the ranking scheme variability, the frequency of rank 1 in the bootstrap samples for the original winner (the winner remains the winner) as well as the proportion of algorithms that achieved rank 1 in the bootstraps but were not winning in the original ranking was determined. Competitions with multiple winners according to the original ranking were not included in the analysis (this occurred in just one task). For comparison of the stability of different ranking schemes, the same bootstrap samples were evaluated with different ranking schemes and a paired comparison between the proportion of the winner remaining the winner was performed by Wilcoxon signed rank test. Results were considered significant for *p* \< 0.05.

Leave-one-out: for a given task, the original ranking based on all test cases and a given ranking scheme and the winning algorithm according to this ranking scheme was determined. The number of data sets was reduced by one and the ranking scheme was applied to this subset of data sets. The same summary measures as for the bootstrapping approach were determined.

Note that we did not rely on results of statistical testing approaches to quantify the stability of a given ranking scheme. The reasons for this decision were the following:The number of data sets varies widely between different tasks and due to correlation of power and sample size, results of statistical tests between different tasks are not comparable by design.If one were to use statistical testing, the appropriate approach would be to use a mixed model with a random factor for the data set and test the global hypothesis that all algorithms produce the same result, followed by post-hoc all pairwise comparisons. Pairwise comparisons would have to be adjusted for multiplicity and adjustment depends on the number of algorithms in the task. Again, results of statistical testing between different tasks are not comparable by design.We have evaluated the concordance of the bootstrap analysis for variability of ranking with a statistical testing approach and found examples where there was a highly significant difference between the winner and the second, but bootstrap analysis showed that ranking was very variable, and vice versa.

Boxplots with and without dots were produced to visualize results. In all boxplots, the boldfaced black line represents the median while the box represents the first and third quartile. The upper whisker extends to the largest observation ≤median + 1.5 IQR, and likewise the lower whisker to the smallest observation ≥median −1.5 IQR. In horizontal boxplots, the mean is shown in addition as boldfaced gray line.

All statistical analyses were performed with R version 3.4.3 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing 2017). The figures were produced with Excel, R, Plotly (Python), and Adobe Illustrator 2017.

Experiment: comprehensive reporting {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------

The key research questions corresponding to the comprehensive challenge analysis were:

RQ1: What is the role of challenges for the field of biomedical image analysis (e.g. How many challenges conducted to date? In which fields? For which algorithm categories? Based on which modalities?)

RQ2: What is common practice related to challenge design (e.g. choice of metric(s) and ranking methods, number of training/test images, annotation practice etc.)? Are there common standards?

RQ3: Does common practice related to challenge reporting allow for reproducibility and adequate interpretation of results?

To answer these questions, a tool for instantiating the challenge parameter list (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) introduced in the Methods section "Challenge parameter list" was used by some of the authors (engineers and a medical student) to formalize all challenges that met our inclusion criteria as follows: (1) Initially, each challenge was independently formalized by two different observers. (2) The formalization results were automatically compared. In ambiguous cases, when the observers could not agree on the instantiation of a parameter - a third observer was consulted, and a decision was made. When refinements to the parameter list were made, the process was repeated for missing values. Based on the formalized challenge data set, a descriptive statistical analysis was performed to characterize common practice related to challenge design and reporting.

Experiment: sensitivity of challenge ranking {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------

The primary research questions corresponding to the experiments on challenge rankings were:

RQ4: How robust are challenge rankings? What is the effect ofthe specific test cases used?the specific metric variant(s) applied?the rank aggregation method chosen (e.g. aggregation of metric values with the mean vs median)?the observer who generated the reference annotation?

RQ5: Does the robustness of challenge rankings vary with different (commonly applied) metrics and ranking schemes?

RQ6: Can common practice on missing data handling be exploited to manipulate rankings?

As published data on challenges typically do not include metric results for individual data sets, we addressed these open research questions by approaching all organizers of segmentation challenges conducted in 2015 and asking them to provide detailed performance data on their tasks (124 in total). Note in this context that segmentation is by far the most important algorithm category (70% of all biomedical image analysis challenges) as detailed in the Results section. Our comprehensive challenge analysis further revealed single-metric ranking with mean and metric-based aggregation as the most frequently used ranking scheme. This is hence considered the default ranking scheme in this paper.

Our analysis further identified the DSC (92%) and the HD (47%) as the most commonly used segmentation metrics. The latter can either be applied in the original version (42%) or the 95% variant (HD95) (5%).

To be able to investigate the sensitivity of rankings with respect to several challenge design choices, the 2015 segmentation challenge organizers were asked to provide the assessment data (results for DSC, HD, and HD95) on a per data set basis for their challenge. The research questions RQ4-6 were then addressed with the following experiments:

RQ4: for all 56 segmentation tasks that met our inclusion criteria, we generated single-metric rankings with the default ranking scheme based on the DSC and the HD. We then used Kendall's tau to investigate the effect of changing (1) the metric variant (HD vs HD95), (2) the aggregation operator (mean vs median), (3) the aggregation category (metric-based vs case-based), and (4) the observer (in case multiple annotations were available). Note in this context that we focused on single-metric rankings in order to perform a statistical analysis that enables a valid comparison across challenges.

RQ5: To quantify the robustness of rankings as a function of the metric, we generated single-metric rankings with the default ranking scheme based on the DSC, the HD, and the HD95. We then applied bootstrapping and leave-one-out analysis to quantify ranking robustness as detailed in Statistical Methods. Analogously, we compared the robustness of rankings for different aggregation methods (metric-based vs case-based) and aggregation operators (mean vs median).

RQ6: 82% of all biomedical image analysis tasks (see Results) do not report any information on missing values when determining a challenge ranking. In metric-based ranking (although not reported), it is common to simply ignore missing values. To investigate whether this common practice may be exploited by challenge participants to manipulate rankings, we performed the following analysis: For each algorithm and each task of each 2015 segmentation challenge that met our inclusion criteria, we determined the default ranking and artificially removed those test set results whose DSC was below a threshold of *t* = 0.5. Note that it can be assumed that these cases could have been relatively easily identified by visual inspection without comparing them to the reference annotations. We then compared the new ranking position of the algorithm with the position in the original (default) ranking.

International survey {#Sec21}
--------------------

As a basis for deriving best practice recommendations related to challenge design and organization, we designed a questionnaire (see Supplementary Methods) to gather known potential issues. It was distributed to colleagues of all co-authors, the challenges chairs of the past three MICCAI conferences as well as to the following mailing lists: ImageWorld, the mailing lists of the MICCAI society, the international society for computer aided surgery (ISCAS), the UK Euro-BioImaging project and the conferences Medical Image Understanding and Analysis (MIUA) and Bildverarbeitung für die Medizin (BVM). The link to the questionnaire was further published on grand-challenge.org.
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